WEEK 3

AUTUMN NEWSLETTER

Another great week in the building. There is a lovely community feel growing between
students and we can see firm friendships forming. Well done to the JLT for their cake
sale. It was a fantastic treat and a great opportunity to raise funds for Macmillan.

NOTES FOR THIS WEEK:
Year 10 Pastoral Parents Evening will take place on
Tuesday 5th October online. Details will be sent to you
by email.
Don't forget you can join our new Art Club, launched in
collaboration with partners FACT and LJMU. Our first
session has a halloween theme and takes place on 7th
October, 4-6pm. We can't wait to see you there.
Applications for September 2022 go live today. Please
do let friends and family know to apply early as we are
currently oversubscribed for places.
A reminder that students should be using Lateral Flow
Covid tests twice weekly. Please do remember to test
whether you have symptoms or not.
Please remember to report any absences as usual.

We have launched two new
newsletters - CUC Opportunities has a
careers focus. PBL Newsletter shares
some of the great happenings in our
PBL lessons. Do take a look!

JLT UPDATE:
The Junior Leaders made an impressive £155 for Macmillan through a cake sale
yesterday! Thank you so much to all involved in helping/making and buying!
This week we are preparing for Black History Month and creating resources to
inform our school community of prominent Black Figures as well as Black
Literature and Culture.

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERS - YEAR 11 PBL
In PBL, our Biomedical engineers have been making models of lungs from recycled materials following
their dissections last week. The students used a plastic bottle and a latex glove to replicate the
diaphragm and mimic pressure change in the chest. They have also had the opportunity to complete
some clinical skills sessions too.

CODE RED: IGNITE
Towards the end of an Ignite health lesson, alarms could be heard as a patient was
rapidly desaturating following a cardio respiratory arrest. Students rushed to his aid,
delivering highly effective Cardio-Resuscitation using a bag-valve mask, airway
adjuncts and an AED. The students were calm and professional. Sim Man was in good
hands. Once the rest of the team arrived, Adrenaline and Atropine were given,
bringing the patients rhythm and pulse back.

IGNITE:
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In English, students have been taking part in a poetry competition from Young Writers about empowerment.
We will be sending off their entries and hopefully we will have some winners. In maths we have been focused
on basic number. Scientists have been put into sets based on baseline tests. They will now be on a rotation with
the science team working through the Ignite science programme – an intense and exciting programme of study
preparing them for their GCSE courses. In history, we are looking at jobs done by children in Victorian England
and discussing the lack of value placed on working class children's lives at that time.

YEAR 10:
Year 10 have been focusing on poetry comparison in English lessons. In maths we have been practising number
skills. In biology, students are starting their GCSE course learning about the differences between eukaryotic and
prokaryotic cells, viewing them under a microscope and then completing calculations regarding their
magnification. They will shortly be sitting their first assessment. Physicists are exploring distance time graphs
and velocity times graphs. They are now able to calculate a variety of variables such as acceleration and
distance travelled from their graph work. They will shortly be sitting their first assessment. In history, we are
studying Islamic Medieval Medicine and how the Islamic Empire developed hospitals and made huge
advancements in medicine.

Year 11:
Year 11 have been developing their viewpoint writing skills in English. In maths, we have worked on solving
quadratic equations, congruence and similarity. In history, we are focused on how Germany's allies were
treated at the end of the First World War. Biology students are looking at plant structure and function in
relation to photosynthesis. Physicists are completing their studies of radioactivity, including how to calculate
half-life and how to protect themselves from the dangers of radiation. Chemists are exploring the variety of
ways in which metals can be extracted from various sources.

CUC6: YEAR 12
Biologists are exploring transport across cell membranes, including the roles of carrier and
channel proteins. Historians have been studying the background to Tudor England and
Colonial America. Creative students have been producing portraits for the leaders of their
imaginary worlds. Check out their incredible designs on instagram. Programmers are starting
to learn the basic fundamentals of web development, this includes an understanding of search engine
optimisation (SEO). We teach industry standard web development practices which provides students with a
clear advantage over other applicants when applying for entry level web development roles. Further
mathematicians are gocused on loci on the Argand Diagram. Maths for engineering students are working on
transposition of formulae. Applied Scientists have just completed the first Biology topic of their exam unit –
structure and function of eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells.

CUC6: YEAR 13
Biologists are resuming their required practical activities by measuring the photosynthesis rate of
chloroplasts when exposed to a variety of chemical compounds that may or may not interfere with
photosynthetic pathways! Further mathematicians are looking at the Maclaurin Series. Historians are studying
the War of Independence and Rebellions under Edward VI's rule.

